Sir,
For nearly four decades, the study of potential links between childhood leukaemia and exposure to extremely low frequency magnetic fields (MFs) has been the subject of numerous investigations worldwide (Sienkiewicz et al, 2010) .
One of the essential difficulties in addressing the link between leukaemia and exposure to MFs is the complexity of the MF exposure assessment, and particularly its retrospective nature.
The Draper study (Draper et al, 2005) illustrated the limits of the distance to power lines as a surrogate of MF exposure, as an association with childhood leukaemia was observed up to 600 m from high-voltage (HV) and very high-voltage (VHV) lines (at this distance, MF exposure from a power line is not distinct from the background). Maslanyj et al (2009) have shown that 'exposure misclassification render the findings from studies that rely on distance alone uninterpretable'.
The Geocap study (Sermage-Faure et al, 2013) , however, comes within the framework of the Draper study by using a quite comparable surrogate. Despite the care that the authors have taken for reconstituting the subjects' distance from power lines, this surrogate involves inaccuracies, leading to MF exposure classification errors.
The 32,779 subjects (2779 cases and 30 000 controls) of the Geocap study are automatically placed in relation to the HV and VHV lines network at their date of inclusion in the study, by geocoding their postal addresses. 'Depending on whether the databases enabled location of the home directly or by extrapolation from the nearest or more distant neighbours,' the precision of 'automatic' postal address geocoding varies from 20 m to 4500 m (Table 1 in Sermage-Faure et al, 2013) . Only 70% of the cases and 77.2% of controls have a postal address geocoded with an uncertainty of 20 m, and 419% of cases and nearly 15% of controls have it geocoded with an uncertainty of at least 300 m. Table 5 Acknowledging the weakness of this automatic location, the authors completed their study with a further pinpointing using photographic views of the residential building from several sources (Streetview and Geoportail databases, French cadaster) for the 1258 subjects considered as living within 200 m of a line. This more accurate photo geocoding was obtained for 72 cases and 797 controls -that is, o3% of the subjects in the study, but almost 70% of those considered as living within 200 m of a line. In particular, for the subjects close to VHV lines, photo geocoding is available for 490% of the cases (30 among 33) and 67% of the controls (284 among 424). This photo geocoding resulted in a change from one distance class to another for a large proportion of the subjects living within 200 m of a line, notably for the cases closest to VHV lines, as among the nine cases classified by automatic distance within 50 m from a VHV power line only four were confirmed in this distance class by photo geocoding.
This demonstrates the instability of the subjects' classification regarding their residential proximity to power lines, which is strongly dependent on the geocoding used. It confirms that the use of distance as a surrogate for MF exposure is inappropriate and should be discouraged in favour of personal exposure -the only exposure measure relevant in terms of public health.
These uncertainties have not been included in the main analysis. The main result, presented in the abstract, is not based on the most accurate location, but on the 9 cases and 60 controls supposed to live within 50 m of a VHV line according to the automatic geocoding. The result is a non-significant increased risk of leukaemia in children less than 15 years of age: OR ¼ 1.7 (0.9-3.6).
These uncertainties concerning power line distance lead to a very rough estimate of the child exposure to the MF produced by a power line (which is the subject of the study), as MF decreases in inverse proportion to the square of the distance. Moreover, this estimate takes into account neither the effective residence duration in the vicinity of the power lines nor other sources of exposure -at home or in other places such as at nursery or at school -nor other potential confounding factors.
